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ing the evident continuity between local procurement, production and consumption sites in the Prehistory of the ancient 
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RESUMEN
Este trabajo presenta la relación entre una potencial fuente de suministro de sílex (Casal dos Matos) y un yacimiento 
neolítico-calcolítico (Cabeça Gorda 1) ubicado en su entorno inmediato. La comparación macroscópica entre la mate-



















de materias primas mediante la comparación con otros casos de suministro de sílex en la misma región. Este marco 
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was, in this context, subjected to an archaeologi-
cal intervention (i.e., several test pits) directed by 






only (due to contractual limitations) in the area that 
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construction project.
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Gorda 1 and allows us to associate, at least spa-
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and Chalcolithic communities. Their comparison 
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in the same regional area is also discussed, based 
on the current available data. Thus, the hypotheses 
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2. Geographical, Geological and Archaeological 
Context








Upper Cenomanian argillaceous limestones and the 
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Surrounding these Miocene deposits are Cre-
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stratigraphic contact between the Cenomanian and 
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Four main watercourses cross these plains (Cax-
arias, Olival, Granja and Sorvieira Streams, tribu-





course (north-south and south-north).
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gion, the possible Neolithic and Chalcolithic popu-
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vestiges (unexcavated), are scattered through space 
without a clear territorial organization. Those are, 
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poorly characterized sites (Gonçalves and Pereira 
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Gorda 1).
In addition, a Chalcolithic site, within the medi-
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Gorda 1), was recently discovered. Excavations re-
























BC (Carvalho et al. 2010-11).
Burial places are also represented in the region. 






Cabeça Gorda 1, respectively), which were identi-
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main regional plains, inserted into the vast synclinal 
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Fig. 3.- Spatial relationship between Casal dos Matos 




and Cabeça Gorda 1 (CAG-1).
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with a calcareous and pulverulent aspect, and it is 
impregnated by the iron oxides present in the clay 
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#et al. 
2009: 154-157). Other variations can also be seen in 
some macroscopic characteristics such as grain size 
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translucid to opaque/translucid, depending on how 
pronounced its criptoquartzic qualities are).
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coarse areas are also observed and may correspond 


















shop located near raw material sources (in second-
ary position over Miocene deposits), divided into 















2006), which may correspond to a small residential 
area related to Casas de Baixo. Another possible 























pologically attributable to the Middle/Late Neolithic 
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are distinguishable by its translucency and porosity, 
being relatively easy to individualize macroscopi-
cally.
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currence as a procurement source related to Cabeça 
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4. The Late Neolithic/Early Chalcolithic Site of 
Cabeça Gorda 1
Stratigraphic Set
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current topsoil (Unit 1, which covers the surround-
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certain whether these characteristics are present on 
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point to an earlier chronology, based on the ap-
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assumption and occurs in relative abundance in 
Units 1, 2, 3 and 4.











Test Pits 1, 2, 3 and 5, we conclude that the largest 
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compact, with sub-rounded quartz grains (1-2 mm 
in size) and some grit, also sub-rounded (2-3 mm 
in size). It has essentially orange colours, but with 
some lateral variations in tone and grain size. In the 
test pits located on upper altimetry, the granulom-





 Unit 3: Sandy-silty sediments, similar to 
the overlying layer, mostly bright orange in colour, 
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sand and grit and by a gradual lightening in colour. 
It also presents on top some grayish spots (prob-
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and quartz grit. It displays a clear heterogeneity in 
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are merely residual (Table 1). From a stratigraphic 




accordance with the slope (coarser material to the 





tion. Otherwise, the thinner archaeological assets 
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containers. Morphologically, they correspond to a 
plain spheroidal pot (Vessel 1) and to a small bowl 
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test pits located in the north and northeast areas 
(Test Pits 1, 2, 3 and 5) decreasing to the south (Test 
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nilles 2008): preparation/rejuvenation elements, 
	, blades, bladelets, debris/knapping residues, 
cores and tools (Table 3) .
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For example, the typological characteristics 
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two notches and one diverted dihedral burin (Figs 
12 and 13).
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products (what nevertheless should be underval-
ued).
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matic bladelet core and one debitated nodule (not 
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represented by one single element, corresponding 
to a chopper-type core.
Similarly, tools present the same typological 
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ian geological contexts. Nevertheless, they have 















































or less pronounced translucid tendency (and thus 
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the Neolithic and Calcolithic in the Portuguese Es-
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as Vila Pouca and Santana, related to the putative 
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Andrade and Matias 2011 about the interpretation 
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stalled near a larger settlement with intensive lithic 
production, such as Barotas and Monte do Castelo, 
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into two basic models, potentially corresponding 
to a chronological scale: 1) occasional exploita-













to permanent raw materials procurement, related 
to stable peasant communities and their consolida-
tion (Chalcolithic). Nevertheless, when compar-
ing chrono-culturally coeval sites (regarding the 
















The quartzite, quartz and lydite, using cobbles as 
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islands closed in on themselves, which ignores the 
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to its surroundings and to other sites located in ad-
jacent areas” (Andrade 2011: 24).
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habitat area (Table 5): “There are many ways in 
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das Pedras and Pedreira do Aires (11,5% and 10,7% 
, respectively). On the other hand, there is a high 
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Monte das Pedras and Pedreira do Aires (particu-
larly in Pedreira do Aires, where the core mainte-
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Cabeça Gorda 1, we can not ignore the proximity 










a permanent settlement – a concept, in prehistoric 

































































guese Estremadura, according to the available data, 
only hypotheses B and C are tenable – although hy-
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cases – as it is characterized by very specialized 
lithic production. In this context, when comparing 
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several aspects in this comparison.




das Pedras and >10,1% in Pedreira do Aires (this is 





Aires despite their extreme abundance on the site) 
against 2,8% in Cabeça Gorda 1 (Fig. 14).
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it is included, Casas de Baixo plays that role.
Cabeça Gorda 1 corresponds, according to our 
interpretation, to a small campsite, a single sporadic 
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settlements), resorting to the occasional raw ma-
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Obviously, this explanatory hypothesis is based 
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an axiomatic explanation, it is an assumption con-




















the more mobile a group, the less material culture 
they carry and/or abandon. This relationship should 
be visible cross-culturally between groups, such as 
nomadic hunter-gatheres and horticulturalists. The 
relationship should also be visible within groups, 
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suggest that the best quality material would have 
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Casal dos Matos procurement source? Not neces-















to Casal dos Matos procurement source, settled 
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tions were probably subsidiaries – as the settle-
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ing to both sites use episodes relating to Late Neo-
lithic/Early Chalcolithic. However, the only radio-
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culation axes set up by the secondary watercourses, 
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position in detritical deposits (Aubry et al. 2009: 
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Thus, when determining this particular raw ma-
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analysis region about this matter, this observation 
is demonstrated by the recent and exhaustive study 
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"!
an important Chalcolithic settlement in the lower 
Portuguese Estremadura (Sousa 2010).







spearheads and arrowheads accompanying the 
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et al. 2009: 155-157).
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communities. Cabeça Gorda 1, although being a 






















baher 1999: 53). This date, using the IntCal09.14c 
curve (Reimer et al. 2009, Radiocarbon 51: 4) and 
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calibrated result: 4230-3804 cal BC (with 95,4% 
probability) – which points towards the regional 






in this site. This may well indicate a continued use 
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Chalcolithic (3100-2600 cal BCE, with a massive 
and continuous occupation).
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In contrast, there are sites that, although contem-
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with an expeditious and immediate consumption, 










torial occupation and land-use during this time in the 
Portuguese Estremadura. According to R. Chapman 
(1990), we could say that these sites do not represent 
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exploitation during the Late Neolithic and Chalco-
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	&			;+		`th millennium 
	8	rd millennium BCE) in the 
Portuguese Estremadura region.
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